A special exhibition of ‘Press’ cameras
from the collection of John Bunyan.
Prestwood Steam Rally.

From the earliest days of the printed newspaper in the Seventeenth Century, editors
have sought to include pictures to engage the reader in the stories of the time: Great national
events, wars, disasters, pageants, murders and trials, politics and scandals, any newsworthy
event that would sell their papers.
First woodcuts, then hand-drawn illustrations would be commissioned. They often
exaggerated, distorted or outright misrepresented the events covered. Not that anybody was
concerned, except those who were misrepresented.
Photography offered the possibility of capturing events for real, without distortion or
fabrication. That was its promise. The earliest major world event to be recorded in this way
was the Crimean War of Eighteen Fifty Four. Roger Fenton used the cumbersome wet-plate
process to record posed soldiers and the scenes of battles, processing the results in his mobile
photographic van.
The development of the ‘Half-tone’ process in letterpress printing in the eighteen
nineties – where a grey tone is represented by a dot of a specific size – allowed continuoustone photographs to be reproduced in newspapers. With this marriage of photography and
newsprint, the modern-day newspaper as we know it, was born.
So, what of the equipment that supported the era of the ‘Press Photographer’, the
cameras themselves, and what span of the Twentieth Century constitutes that era?
Cameras needed to evolve from Roger Fenton’s time. They came off the tripod to be
hand-held, so that the photographers could follow the action rather than arrange it in front of
the camera. They had to be lighter – to be held up at eye level to see the picture. It was no use
trying to focus an upside-down picture on a ground glass screen. Wet plates were replaced by
dry ones, then sheet film and finally roll-film, all the time gradually responding better to
light, so action could be frozen or pictures could be taken in lower light levels. And if more
light was needed there was the flashbulb. Lenses got bigger to take in more light and see
things from further away.
As to the time span, I guess it’s personal. For me, I imagine it starting with
representations of the American press in Hollywood films dating from the nineteen thirties.
Seedy men in trench coats sporting battered trilby hats wielding large plate cameras and
gripping huge flash lamps that would blind the hapless victim of their pursuit as they
swooped, en-masse, towards them, like crows approaching a piece of carrion.
Moving on in time, I associate the Rollei twin lens reflex with its use by the persistent
photo-journalist, Paparazzo, (played by Walter Santesso) in Frederico Fellini’s film, ‘La
Dolce Vita’. The early Nikon F thirty five millimeter single lens reflex camera achieves
iconoclastic status in films that deal with the Vietnam war: Stanley Kubrick’s ‘Full Metal
Jacket’ and most notably, Francis Ford Coppola’s ‘Apocalypse Now’ where we see Dennis
Hopper’s photo-journalist in awe of Colonel Kurtz, surrealy festooned with Nikons that have
no place in the jungle environment.
If there is a low-point to the consideration of images and perceptions of the ‘Press
Photographer’, it occurs perhaps with the tragic death of Princess Diana in 1997. The
persistent actions of the Paparazzi are held to account here.
Since then, cameras have evolved from film-based to electronic, and lenses have
increased in performance and auto-focus capability beyond measure. The camera
configuration of choice for the professional still however remains the single lens reflex –
albeit supported by a back of camera instant display of the picture just shot.
But a significant news photograph these days is more than likely to be taken on a
mobile phone. Because what really matters in reporting a news event is being there when it

happens. And, for something unexpected, a member of the public is more likely to be on hand
with their smart-phone, than a news photographer.
Today, it’s not so much a case of everybody having a phone with them the whole
time, as everybody having a camera.

Notes On The Cameras Featured:
A ‘Press’ camera can be defined specifically as one particular type of camera.
Wikipedia suggests that the classic ‘Press’ camera is large and takes a large format plate
negative. These can exist in dark slides or multi-plate rapid-change cassettes. It has a hinged
drop-down base and bellows, which allow different lenses to be rapidly interchanged
according to need.
A ground glass focusing and composing screen would be included along with a frame
(sports) finder and / or an optical viewfinder with a coupled rangefinder. A leaf shutters built
into the lens is specified with cable linking to a handgrip. The leaf shutter allows for
synchronization to a large flashgun and conveniently fast shutter speeds.
Two cameras in my collection match this description almost exactly. But this limited
specification does not cover the wildly differing configurations of cameras that have been
used for press photography over the broadest span of the Twentieth Century.
Excusing the ubiquitous wooden and brass field cameras that would have been in use
at the turn of the century, it might be surprising to find that one of the earliest types of camera
used in press work, was a single lens reflex – the SLR – something we all associate with
photography from the Nineteen Seventies right through to today in its digital form.
The Kodak Graflex RB series B Press Camera of 1930 is a late example of the
models developed initially by a partnership: Folmer-Schwing. They researched and became
experts in the development of the spring-loaded focal plane double blind shutter. This ran
over the span of film plate sizes from 6x9cm up to 5 x 4”. The combination of adjustable
speed and slit width gave the camera an exposure range of 1/10th to 1/1000th of a second. A
reflex mirror sits behind the lens in the camera body. A single action lever moves it up out of
the way and then triggers the shutter, allowing the viewing of the subject until the last
moment.
The American Graflex was an extremely popular and wide-selling camera because of
these features. Along side it I am also exhibiting the Ensign Popular Reflex from 1910
which is a similar configuration British manufacture camera I have recently had restored
(much thanks John).

The Graflex RB Series 2 Press Camera (left), 1930 and the Ensign Popular Reflex (right) 1910

The Great War of 1914 to 1918 might have been an opportunity for the deployment
and intensive use of cameras for press coverage, but, for Britain, this was no so. British
soldiers who took their cameras to the front in France found, after the first year of relative

freedom to take pictures and send them home, that they were subject to severe censorship and
had to send the cameras themselves back home.
Press coverage of the war was heavily censored from the start. Newspaper
proprietors, the military administration and the government colluded to prevent the public
seeing images or reading descriptions of the most horrific aspects of the war: Conditions in
the worst of the front line trenches, dead bodies, horrific injuries, all of these were avoided.
As the war progressed, some photographers were given freedom to take large numbers of
pictures, many of which were published. But the subjects covered were neutral or up-beat.
Engineers digging fortifications, artillery pieces being deployed, troop movements, troops
enjoying periods of relaxation and nurses tending the wounded, all feature.
I include an example of a Kodak Vest Pocket camera here of that period. Anecdotal
records suggest that it may have been typical of those used by the war correspondents. When
folded it is compact and can be stored in a uniform pocket (hence its name) without
encumbrance. The lens plate is quickly pulled out and locked by the scissor struts and the
camera is ready to go.
I have also included the ICA Bebe here which, from 1920, would have been just too
young for the war itself but is typical of the type that would have been used for news
reporting for other countries in the war such as Germany. Compact and easy to transport
when folded away, the robust front lens panel would be pulled out from the wooden camera
casing on bellows, again using struts, rather than a drop bed. A frame viewfinder would fold
out for easy and rapid composing of the picture under the most extreme of circumstances at
the battle-front.

The Kodak Vest Pocket Autographic of 1915 (left) and the ICA Bebe of 1920 (right)

The model of camera most typically represented in the Hollywood films of the ‘30’s
onwards, along with its characteristic bulb flashgun, is a Speed Graphic. This classic large
format plate-loaded drop-bed bellows camera is from the same lineage as the Graflex, having
collapsible bellows and direct view-finding in place of the reflex mirror. The earlier versions
retained the roller blind shutter operating at 1/1000th second but I have only the later version
from 1958 – the Super Graphic – which dispenses with this shutter, relying on the variable,
and flash-synchronised leaf shutter built into the lens. Even so, this camera is identical in
style to its 1930’s ancestor, especially when paired with the period Gilbert Flashgun where
it takes centre stage in my exhibit.

The Graflex Super-Graphic, 1958 (left) and the Gilbert Flashgun, c.1930 (right)

From the start of the 1930’s however, things began to change. Three designers were
primarily responsible for this and the cameras they made would change the landscape of
press photography for the next 40 years and beyond.
Franke and Heidecke took a strange rollfilm format – 117, and developed a twin lens
reflex camera around it. The photographer looked down onto a bright image on a ground
glass screen coming from a lens sitting above the main one that was identical in terms of
quality, coverage and focus point. The shutter release was quiet and the wind-on to the next
frame on the roll was quick and easy. The camera was very lightweight, but precision made
and robust. The Rolleiflex had been born.
Early advertising suggests that the designers had never envisaged the camera as a
professional tool, but a high-end amateur camera for the sporting outdoors enthusiast. The
camera became popular across a broad range of users however and subsequent models
improved on the original design. The 117 format was dropped in favour of the 120 format
still in use today. Heavier duty construction and higher lens specifications followed. Front
facing aperture and shutter settings were replaced by barrel set ones that could be adjusted by
the user while the camera was facing forward.
My example here, the Rolleiflex Automat, is from 1937 and clearly reflects these
changes. It is paired with a Japanese metal and bakelite flashgun of about the same period.
The third individual was an engineer with the German microscope manufacturer,
Leitz. Oscar Barnack wanted to develop a small, light and easy to use camera, which he
based around the 35mm cine film format. The 1915 prototype eventually made it into
production from 1925 and by the early ‘30’s the precision built miniature camera was
universally popular. The film transport mechanism was integrated with a horizontal travel
focal plane shutter and interchangeable lenses were forming the basis of a professional and
versatile ‘system’ approach. While the 35mm film format was shunned by many professional
photographers and news editors, the camera became popular with an emerging breed of
photo-journalists who would immerse themselves in the environments and stories to provide
landmark coverage featured in photo magazines such as ‘Life’ in America and ‘Picture Post’
in Britain.
The example shown here is an early production type II (or ‘D’) Leica from 1933 in
black finish with an integral short-base rangefinder. Beside it I have my Contax II of 1936.
Seeing the success of the Leica, the rival German camera firm Zeiss wanted to exploit
the emerging miniature market. The Contax was a slightly larger and heavier camera with a
wider base rangefinder and a vertical drop metal shutter over the focal plane, rather than
cloth. Aficionados were polarized over the camera’s different merits. Ergonomically, the

Leica was a beauty to use, the shutter quiet and reliable. Early Contax shutters had a
reputation for being troublesome. In use it was easy to block the extreme rangefinder window
on the Contax with the right hand (it was moved inwards on later models). But the sharpness
and clarity of the Zeiss lenses was legendary. Despite their incredible resolution, the lower
contrast Leitz lenses could not compete.

Left: The Rolleiflex Automat, 1937. Right: The Leica II 1933

The Zeiss Contax II, 1936

Come the Second World War, and we can make a summary of the cameras that may
have been used by war correspondents. Germany and the axis countries would have precision
European manufacture plate cameras and the latest models of Rolleiflex and Leica at their
disposal. The Americans would have the Speed Graphics and probably a large number of
Rolleis, Leicas and Contaxes imported before the war.
But, what of the British? Alan Wicker, in a documentary he made about his
experiences as a war correspondent during the Italian campaign, describes the camera he was
issued with. Was it the latest American model? No. Was it an example of the best of British
manufacturing? No. It was, of course, German.
Clearly the British investment in photographic equipment had lagged. Rolleis and
Leicas were not in universal use in this country before the war. They were popular with
amateurs and professionals but their high cost prevented them being as widely available as
the enthusiast would have liked. Even if the Leica cameras themselves were around, the
broader range of lenses and the newer designs were not. In any case, the onset of war had
arrested any hope of them coming into the country.
But what were universally available, were the classic medium format drop-bed
bellows style of camera, including many of the high precision models manufactured by Zeiss.
Allan Wicker was issued with a Zeiss Super Ikonta. From what I could see on the television,

his covered the 6x6 cm frame size. It had a sophisticated externally-coupled Alba rangefinder
(for focusing) which was difficult to use in comparison with the embedded systems used for
the Leicas and Contax.
My Super Ikonta of 1936 is probably a few years younger than Allan’s. It covers the
larger format of 6x9cm but in all other respects is identical. Wicker bemoaned the fact that, in
action use it could not compete with a Leica. It would need to be taken away from the eyeline to reset the shutter and wind on to the next frame. In a rough environment the bellows
would have been prone to damage. Still, it was what he had to do the job.

The German Zeiss Super Ikonta (left) 1936 and the Leica M4 body (West Germany) of 1957 (right).

After the war, the medium format twin lens reflex, most commonly the Rolleiflex or
Rolleicord, reigned supreme, becoming the ubiquitous workhorse of the press world-wide,
until well into the ‘70’s. But the use of the 35mm film format grew massively as well in that
time, particularly in the wider fields of photo-reportage and documentary.
The world-famous Magnum Photo Agency came into being two years after the end of
the war and, over its lifetime, embraced many influential photographers. The Leica remained
a favourite of many of them and advanced technically in the post-war period to become the
legend it remains to this day. The 39mm screw lens cameras were replaced by the bayonetmount M series that were lauded for their reliability, optical quality and ergonomic élan. My
Leica M4 of 1967 with a dedicated selenium cell light meter is on display here.
Technological development of the medium format press camera did not stop with the
twin lens reflex, however. In Japan, designers went back to the drawing board and
reevaluated the characteristics of the traditional plate camera. A design emerged that
combined a large bright direct vision viewfinder – ideal in low light situations – with a strong
durable camera body, an adjustable handgrip and shutter trigger and high quality ‘compur’
shutter-based lenses on quickly interchanged plates. A viciously accurate optical rangefinder
for focusing was incorporated into the viewfinder. The cameras had interchangeable and fast
change-over backs for 120, 220 and plate formats. Rapid frame advances were built in.

The Japanese Koni-Omega Rapid (left) of 1965 and the Mamiya Press Universal (right) of 1970

The Koni-Omega Rapid being exhibited dates from 1965. The shutter release built
into the hand-grip allows this heavy robust camera to be operated single-handedly, an ideal
characteristic in the bruising scrum of a press pack at a major event. The viewfinder is not
only superbly bright, but incorporates parallax correction as the lens focus is adjusted. Frame
advance is done using a quick muscular pull on the magazine’s rack and pinion bar (the
‘Rapid’ in the camera’s name).
Alongside I have the second example of the Press camera, recently purchased: The
Mamiya Press Universal. Younger than the Omega by about six years, this is a later model
of a design launched by Mamiya in 1964. This first model had an adjustable back that gave
limited camera movements. These were dispensed with in subsequent models and this mint
condition example holds the same characteristics as the Omega: Rugged construction, fast
action film magazine change-over, excellent direct vision viewfinder and accurate
rangefinder.
It’s difficult to tell what level of take-up there was amongst press photographers of
these later Japanese press camera designs because the ascendancy of the 35mm single lens
reflex that we all associate with press photography of the last thirty years of the twentieth
century cannot be denied. This series on The Press Pack concludes with 4 examples that
made their mark early on in the world of journalism although this camera format dominates
through to today in its digital form.
The first of these on display is an Asahi Pentax S1a from 1962. Asahi Optical were
one of the early camera makers to incorporate the glass pentaprism into the camera chassis,
integrated with the reflex mirror and focal plane shutter. The lever film wind and shutter
release button on the top plate to the right were perfectly positioned for coordinated use by
the thumb and index finger. This allowed a rapid shooting rate with the eye staying in
position on the viewfinder.
So perfect did this particular layout prove, it was adopted by all main camera
manufacturers that followed. In time, the Pentax was eclipsed in press use by Nikon and
Canon. But its early impact is documented in a television drama on David Bailey: In 1962 he
was commissioned by Vogue to do a fashion shoot in New York where he used the newly
discovered model: Jean Shrimpton. He was expected to use a medium format Rolleiflex.
Magazine picture editors of the time universally preferred medium or large format film use
because the technical quality was guaranteed. Bailey shot most of his sessions using a
favoured Pentax S3.
The loose, active feel to the pictures he submitted changed the direction of fashion
photo-reportage overnight as well as propelling Jean Shrimpton into stardom. The 35mm film
format became established and accepted in broad areas of press use and journalism.

The Japanese Asahi Pentax S1a of 1962 with additional exposure meter and the Nikon F of 1965 with
Photomic Head.

The two major camera manufacturers of Japan: Nippon (Nikon) and Canon were keen
to establish themselves in the post-war professional arena. Initially they had produced designs
that copied the German world-beaters: Nippon made Contax copies and Canon, Leica. Being
cheaper than their counterparts, they were very successful. But the professional demand for
rugged high-precision ‘system’ SLR cameras (with a full range of lenses and accessories)
was obvious.
Nippon were first off the blocks in 1965 with their Nikon F. The chassis, with its
fully detachable back and bottom section, admits its ancestry in the Nikon Contax cameras
produced earlier. Unlike the Pentax it had interchangeable viewfinder heads, including the
immediately identifiable Photomic head on the example exhibited. This was fully coupled
with the aperture control on the lens and the shutter speed dial on the top plate. The Nikon
became a mainstay of photojournalists of the time, being used famously by Don McCullen in
his landmark coverage of the Vietnam War, and later, as mentioned, being featured in several
films.
The Canon F1 was launched in 1971 and, like the Nikon, became a success with the
press and photojournalists. Even more heavy and robust, like the Nikon it was full ‘system’
camera with interchangeable heads and a full range of lenses. Whilst Nikon stayed with the
Contax-type vertical drop shutter, Canon used the trusted horizontal travel cloth shutter that
they had perfected in their Leica copies.

The Japanese Canon F1 of 1971 (left) and the Olympus OM1 of 1973 (right).

Nikon and Canon would continue to dominate the press field for the rest of the 20th
century as cameras evolved to become lighter in weight, electronically controlled, carbonfibre bodied, auto-focus, multi-program and liquid crystal displayed.
But before cameras became plastic, there was room for just one more kid on the block
to emerge. And what an impact that camera would make! Like the German company Leitz,
Olympus was an established Japanese manufacturer of microscopes. The Olympus OM1
introduced in 1973 was their first venture into direct camera manufacture.
I can still remember the Photographic Press reaction to it at the time. Professional
photographers could not take seriously a 35mm SLR camera so compact and light – until they
actually used it, found out how easily it fitted in the hand, and saw the results from the
company’s new range of lenses that were better, by far, than anything they had seen before.
Overnight, photographers switched to it, lightening their gadget bags, relieving the strain on
their shoulders and getting great results.
So that’s the last camera in this exhibited series. But the story doesn’t end here.
I guess it’s the same with any collector: Items in the collection will have degrees of
value for different reasons: Quality, rarity, design, condition, sentimental value, whatever.
But what we all want, are items with provenance.
Well, I don’t have Lord Admiral Horatio Nelson’s Box Brownie, but I do have Jim
Coote’s Olympus OM1.
So who is (or was) Jim Coote? He was the athletics correspondent for the Daily
Telegraph. The camera shows heavy signs of use and I would think that Jim had used it
professionally until replacing it in the mid to late ‘70’s. The tragic circumstances of his death
pose one of the great ‘what if…?’ questions that, for the want of just one different decision,
might have changed the course of modern British achievement in athletics, and possibly
altered the decision on Britain’s successful 2012 Olympics bid.
1979 was Sebastian Coe’s Year. Earlier he had broken the world record for both the
800 metres and Mile. Preparing to go to Turin for the final of the Europa Cup, he was offered
a place by Jim Coote on his private plane. This way Seb could avoid the stress of media
coverage on arrival. Initially Coe accepted the offer. The British team management heard of
this and put pressure on Coe to fly with the rest of the squad to show cohesiveness, and he
changed his mind, going with the team. Triumphant at Turin, he later that season went on to
break the 1500 metres world record. He became the only person ever to hold all three middle
distance records simultaneously. The rest is history. But on that sad, fateful day before Turin,
Jim Coote’s aircraft crashed in the Alps.
And I’ve got his camera.
johncbunyan@gmail.com
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